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To make something out of nothing is an art itself. DAMN RIGHT! Oh the joy when
I see talented humans tapping into all their unique magic and loving it at the
same time. At Unread, we understand and are fully aware of the skills our creative
community harbours – it is limitless, it is empowering and it is REAL.
The creative pool is swimming with tons of colourful fish, all of whom are making
their own way and swimming against the current to tell a story and make a powerful
(and colourful) change. This month, I’m excited to share that Unread is finalising
some collaboration talks with groups that are tackling those currents head on and
transforming everything around them. I won’t give away too much just yet, but keep
your eyes peeled for the big announcements.
Until then, busy yourself with marvellous articles in this month’s issue. Of course,
we handpicked some creatively inspiring humans for you to familiarise yourself
with. Unread had the honour of interviewing a creative agency named Creoate,
the absolutely talented artist (with a very heart-warming mission) Jaime Foster,
photographer and designer Raafia Javaid and the brilliant founder of Loud and Ugly
writing courses, Megan Stillwell.
The Unread community will continue to be one that is diverse and welcomes ALL
talents. We don’t care about the number of followers and embrace what actually
matters - your passion and your dedication. If you want to share your work, or even
create for Unread, throw us an email and we’ll make it happen.

Lubna

Until next time readers!

Founder, Unread

To get involved or any other enquiries
visit our website or drop us an email:
unreadmag.com
unreadmagazine@gmail.com
@unreadmag
@unreadmag
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CREATIVE SPARKS
BY LUBNA

@creoate

@creoateuk

creoate.com

“Creoate started out of personal frustration for
discovering and booking creative activities to
unwind and recharge from the ‘real world.”

Ashley Horn, founder of Creoate, tells Unread!
Through my full-time gig I was also seeing first hand that
there was also huge shift from consumers to do more
‘experiences’ rather than spend on things, so I realised
it wasn’t just me and this was really something big.
At a time when you can book a taxi in 5 minutes and
get food delivered in 15 minutes, I found it amazing
how this industry was still largely offline with old
fashioned systems selling vouchers or ticketing sites
with no curation. I wanted to build a platform that
would make the discovery process easy for people and
give businesses a platform they identified with and share their
creative workshops with more people. After months of research and digging in, I decided
to take the plunge while I was travelling in Japan, and spent the evenings working on
forming the business, laying a framework for the vision and coming up with our name!
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Creoates mission:
To inspire and nurture creativity by making
experiences accessible and affordable to all
and build a platform for creative businesses to
promote themselves to the world.

We want to be the go-to destination for unique, creative experiences globally.
But, baby steps! We’re closing our first round of external funding soon, having
bootstrapped the business so far and our near team goal is to prepare the business
for the next stage and making some improvements to our site and growing our
community. We see ourselves as pioneers in this industry and love to work with
partners with shared goals and ambitions!

What does Creoate offer?
We focus on experiences that are all about engaging with people and communities.
A lot of what we offer involves creating with your own hands and supporting creative
businesses but there’s a strong ethos of connecting with other people as a shared
social experience which is incredibly powerful in our modern, rushed lives.
To give you an example, our experiences can range from classes and workshops to
supper clubs and yoga brunches, or being guided on a food tasting tour of London!
We currently focus on arts & crafts, fashion, food & drink, wellbeing and nature.
People join us for things like life drawing classes, learning leather craft, pasta making
classes, or making some street art! We also run bespoke private experiences that are
tailored to every group.
We love it when a group of hens or a corporate team come back to us telling how
much they enjoyed their creative session and how surprisingly therapeutic it was.
We are really excited about the wide reach that we’re seeing from our customers
who are curious to try these activities.
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What makes you different from other creative groups?
We see ourselves as a connection between many of the creative groups out there,
but what we offer is quite unique in that we are also tech business that is enabling
this sharing and community. We believe no one right now has done this properly,
putting consumer’s day to day needs first and we are excited to have the opportunity
to build a global community.

What would a group or individual need to do in order to
benefit from the workshops you are offering?
We’re a two-sided marketplace, so I’ll give some tips for both sides! For any creative
entrepreneurs that want to share their passion with others and host, we help provide
guidance on how to do this when you have been approved and verified to list on our
site. We have a good idea of what our customers are looking for and how you can get
the best from your listing, so we share these tips with you when you join.
For customers, it’s quite easy and you just check out our website and book whatever
inspires you! Most workshops are open to individuals, but we also have a great new
feature where groups can request private bookings and this has been really popular
for teams, birthday parties and hen dos!
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ARTIST

JaimeFoster
BY LUBNA

@Jaimefosterart
@thepetproject_
jaimefoster.com

/jaimefosterartist

I’m a mixed-media artist
based just outside of
Chicago. I have definitely
wandered across a few
disciplines- photography,
abstract painting, mixedmedia and illustration. I
love exploring various
mediums and have done
quite a bit of just that,
over the past couple
years. It has really been
a journey of growth for
me, as an artist. When
I’m not creating art, you
could find me playing
with Linus and Casper,
kayaking, hiking through
a nearby forest, sipping
on a matcha latte and
hanging out with animals.
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The Pet Project...

I have always been an animal lover...I grew up rescuing turtles off busy roads
and raising baby birds that had been abandon. But it wasn’t until my husband
and I rescued our first beagle, Schroeder, that everything changed for me.
He opened my eyes to the the unconditional love of a dog and the
importance of animal rescue.
Schroeder is now residing among the stars. To help fill and the gaping hole in our
hearts after he left, we rescued Linus, a deaf cattledog/beagle puppy. I taught him
sign language and he now knows over 40 signs, he’s so smart! A year later after
finding out that over 70,000 Beagles a year are stuffed in cages and tested on,
we applied to foster through an amazing organization Rescue Freedom Project
(formerly Beagle Freedom Project).
We wanted Linus to have a companion, especially since he’s deaf and we wanted
to rescue another dog with special needs. We knew going into it that more than
likely, we would foster to adopt. Sure enough, the day we met and brought
Casper home, we knew he was here to stay. He was in a laboratory being tested
on for 4 1/2 years and in the beginning, everything was so scary to him.
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So here we are a few years later, Linus and Casper are best buds - both living the
good life. As for me, I started feeling I wasn’t doing enough. Between the state of
our country and reading story after story, of animal abuse and neglect, I came
up with the idea for ‘The Pet Project’. So at the start of 2018, I began working
directly with organizations & rescue groups, donating a larger percentage back
to help shelter animals.
So far, I have teamed up with a couple organizations and have raised over a
thousand dollars for various charities. I hope to double this number by the end
of this year. I know it’s only a small ripple in the ocean, but I like to think about
how that ripple expands and creates more ripples. Every little bit helps right? I’m
not sure where this will take me, but presently, it definitely feels like the right
thing to do.

Tell us about your most favourite/most challenging pieces
I was invited to be apart of an international museum exhibition in Italy a couple
years ago that was held at the Museo Internazinale Italia Arte of Turin. The exhibition
featured 27 artists representing the US, Mexico, Germany, Korea, Peru, Iran, Spain and
other countries.
It was my first international show and I wanted my best possible work to be displayed.
I painted a round of 6 canvases twice - until it felt right (the first two paintings below).

“STORY OF A GIRL”- 24X24 - ACRYLIC
AND INK ON CANVAS

“MELANCHOLY FORGETFULNESS”- 24X24
- ACRYLIC AND INK ON CANVAS

This is one of my favorite works...
I had started to create more 3-dimensional mixedmedia works and this was one of my first.
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How did your love for art come about?
I’ve always had great interest in various genres...when I was very little I would sit at
the kitchen table all day long creating things out of paper. Growing up I was fascinated
by the works of Walt Disney and Jim Henson. As I grew older the art of Salvador Dali
completely infatuated me. Then in my early twenties I turned to photography.
My friends and I had our own camera club where we would hop around to abandon
houses and barns, documenting urban decay. I started taking home the antique doors
and paint them. I soon began freelancing for several local newspapers and started my
own photography business. Business took off and for the most part, my painting was
put aside.
It wasn’t until a move across country to Seattle in 2007, that I picked up a brush
and began painting again. Being surrounded by mountains, waterfalls and so much
incredible beauty was everything for me. I was hit by a massive wave of inspiration
and literally developed my style overnight. I painted several large works that I began
exhibiting around the Pacific Northwest.

I was hit by a massive wave of inspiration
and literally developed my style overnight.
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A GIRL WITH AN IPHONE 4

Raafia Javaid
B Y A I S H A QA M A R

Defying the stereotypes of elite
photography, Raafia Javaid is
22-year-old illustrator and a hobby
photographer from a small city
Mandi-baha-uddin in Pakistan.
By profession she is a Graphic
Designer. From illustration to
photography, Raafia captures the
subtleties of her surroundings
through her iphone 4 and so
rightly called a girl with iphone
4 among the artistic community.
Interwoven with artistic eloquence
and simpleton aesthetics, her
artistry is a reflection of her deep
comprehension of beauty and brain.
I got a chance to chat with her a bit.
Here’s how our conversation goes.
@raafiajavaid
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How did you start your journey as a photographer?
Back in 2015, I bought my first phone ever, my dear iPhone 4. I never had a chance to
experience university life so that was the time when I had nothing to do while everyone
around me was apparently experiencing things outside my small city & I was still living
inside my box. I used to study at my rooftop as It used to be the calmest place & I
started capturing all the objects around me. Surprisingly, people liked those irrelevant
but pretty captures of sunsets & birds.
Who’s your inspiration?
Steve McCurry, Usman Zubair, Mehlum Sadriwala & Mahoor Jamal. Always stalking
them.
Art is often an imitation of a higher subject, do you agree?
Well, it’s not always like that. Most of the times, the simplest moments can help to create
something unusual. In photography, the picture doesn’t have to be taken in a posh hotel
with a pretty model that has perfect skin, hair & clothes. A picture can be minimalistic to
convey the message. I started my photography with nothing else but the sky & birds in
it. I have hundreds of them from different days but each one of them conveys peculiar
aesthetic.
Photography has been considered an elitist thing, do you agree?
Yes, but it doesn’t have to stay elite. The time has completely changed. Now the
technology has improved to such extent that even a cheap phone can have a good
camera, so I think this can be the reason to bring a little change. Not any equipment or
gadget can measure the talent. Everything has become a lot easier now. What matters is
the creativity & effort.
Do you follow a specific theme in your art?
I was once advised by my fellow famous photographer once. He told me that you can be
good if you try to maintain a theme. I never listened to him though. Well, I don’t have a
theme in my illustrations or photography because I still haven’t found my vibe. I am not
an artist yet. One thing, which I think is MY THEME, are probably the flower close-ups I
post on Instagram. People send me DMs saying they wait for my flower pictures, which
is quite surprising.
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Is it okay to limit yourself? Or must one try different approaches?
Never limit yourself, never ever. I think everything deserves a try. When I was just 17,
I wanted to become a writer so I tried writing, but after a little while, I stopped and
starting learning C++ (a programming language) and loved it. Later, I found myself
becoming a keen psychologist. But the only thing I have always loved throughout these
years is photography and now, also graphic design. It takes time to learn where you
want to go.

You’re an illustrator too? Tell us about it.
Well, I have become a Graphic Designer recently. Amazingly, I only started Illustrating
on my iPhone 4. I used to create one illustration per day, and people liked those. I was a
little surprised, but I was keen enough to keep learning until I found a job. I mostly made
portraits in Illustrator and received some compliments from a few celebrities as well. In
March, I exhibited my digital art in an exhibition of a medical college. Now, I am looking
forward to learning more!

What is your creative process like? Spontaneous or organized?
Honestly speaking, when I started, I never planned anything but as I was following
some great photographers on Instagram, I started noticing the framing, colour
tones & themes. It helped me a lot. I learnt how to use Adobe Lightroom to create
the same tones I used to see on Instagram. It’s always good to allow yourself to
learn from your inspirations.
Why you think equipment doesn’t
matter, in some cases it does? No?
I hate to say this but equipment really
matters. You can always begin with
your limited resources but to become
a professional, you’d never see any
company hiring a mobile photographer
for photoshoots. Sounds unfair but it’s
true. Let me share something here, I have
always wanted to sell my photography but
all the websites that feature your work
mostly require pictures with settings that
are only done with DSLRs. And that’s why
I would never call myself a photographer
until I buy a proper camera.
People often surrender before
their dreams for not having enough
resources? Do you endorse such
attitude?
Our illogical standards scare people off
most of the time. We give them a nonserious attitude instead of supporting
their passion and motivating them to
make the most out of their resources. We hire professionals. We doubt the talents
of those who cannot market their talent well nowadays which is sad. I have seen
some extremely talented and underrated artists on Instagram who aren’t part of
the hype because their Instagram feeds don’t look like the ‘standard’ idea. I often
surrender myself which is the sad part. As I am a student, it’s not possible for me
to buy an expensive DSLR. It doesn’t make sense for me to do that just so I can be
called a photographer.
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Do you get enough exposure in comparison to the people who have the latest
technology or equipment?
No. The level of exposure is too less. For example, people who are good at mobile
photography are never invited to campaigns and stuff. But now I’m glad to see that
mobile photography has become a category in most of the competitions I follow.
It’s encouraging to give them an equal chance despite them not having the typical
technology.
The images you shot or the illustrations you made are deep as well as dark,
does it define you?
Obviously. I like vulnerability. There’s no point of putting your effort into something
if it can’t be recognized as yours. I discovered my style and found that I mostly
like dark corners and exposed subject. Too much light isn’t attractive when I edit
the pictures. My illustrations are mostly portraits, but I do try to inject some of
my repressed feelings through it. Waiting for the day when the story is conveyed
through my work not the words.
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How Important it is for you to invest your time on your projects?
As I mentioned before I have a job now, meaning I rarely get time to relax my mind
or actually go out to capture the chaotic streets of Lahore or even make any type of
illustration to convey how much I love being in Lahore. Before my job, I used to beg my
brothers to take me outside for photography and I used to sleep at 3-5am to complete
my illustrations. The key to keep learning is to practice EACH DAY, without it, you’d
easily just let your passion go waste.
What do you do with a creative block?
Um, I just don’t force myself to do it then. Time is what I usually need. I mostly
procrastinate a month or two, but the most important thing is to start again.
Advice for beginners?

Start Capturing
For photography, if you like doing it, start capturing things around you. Start creating
an environment to capture. Try techniques and tips. YouTube and Pinterest helps.
Explore the editing softwares. Practice each day please. AND BE PATIENT. The gadget
really doesn’t matter. I bet you all have better phones than the iPhone 4 anyway.
Try to play with the camera settings as well - remember, framing is important and
symmetrical pictures look extremely attractive.

Keep trying
No matter how old you are, where you live, how less you have, how depressed or
useless you think you are. Try it. If you like doing something, whether drawing or
painting, start doing it. Do not avoid it just because you think you’d end up creating
something stupid. Practice each day.

16
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Iman Aldebe

HAUTE COUTURE DESIGN
BY SHUMAILA

@imanaldebe

What was your inspiration behind your brand?
My inspiration comes from traveling and meeting new people, and experiencing
different cultures around the world. I also get inspired from strange places as a lamp
store or an iron store. I always try to be futuristic in my designs.
Do you think there is a need for more modest fashion haute designers?
I think we need more modest designers with their own signature line.
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What inspires you to design your products?
I always try to make women more visible through my designs and turbans. I love to
bring different influences in my designs.
Do you think it is easy for Muslim women to shop when it comes to haute or
designer wear nowadays?
Yes, but there are not many brands that sell good quality clothes unfortunately.
How was your ‘Religious work wear range’ seen in the fashion world?
In the Western society, most companies are really happy over it, because they could
show the world that they want to have diversity in their company and in the culture
of the company and their products. Most companies have understood that including
diversity in their company increases the value of the company the first year with 35% if
you follow the latest Mckenzie statistic.
What has been your favourite collection so far?
My Eco Luxury Collection, I designed an entire collection of 18 outfits in 5 days. After the
fashion show the adrelanin kick was so high, I will never be able to forget what I have
been able to create in such a short of time.
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What advice would you give to the upcoming modest fashion designers?
To use their own signature in their collections and in their interviews. Always use highquality garments because it will make your signature in your creations more powerful,
because your collection will stand out. Try to be a bit “Extra” in everything you do. Don’t
think what would sell, think of what YOU would love to create because everything you do
with love will draw attention. Attention is free marketing and that will attract customers.

“ Don’t think what would sell,
think of what YOU would love to
create because everything you do
with love will draw attention to it”

19
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The Creative Exchange
BY LUBNA

“We strive to tell a brand’s story in the most
engaging and authentic way possible.”
- Anna Sullivan, Founder

@thecreative_exchange

@anna_sullivan10

Tell us more about what November Media Publishing offers!
At November Media Publishing, we help aspiring and first-time authors to publish
their unique story and message through industry standard books. Although we are a
boutique publishing company, we offer our authors a traditional publishing experience,
such as; marketing and promotion, post-publishing support and education, and
networking opportunities with our partners and readers.
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Goals
Our goal is to create something unique for your brand through content that will tell
your story. Our medium is social media (because that is what we are in love with and
what we are good at). As for specific services, we mainly focus on social media strategy,
community management, and content creation. Looking at things from a more holistic
standpoint we are your strategic partner in communication, to tell your story the way
it should be. We create visual content to speak to that including still images, cinema
graphs, videos, stop motions, and more, pair that with text and distribute to the various
social media channels as it makes sense. We always make sure we fully understand your
business, that we are behind your mission, and have a game plan (strategy) prior to
diving in. Not only are we posting to your social media accounts, but we create paid ad
funnels, handle influencer programs, run campaigns, engage with your followers, and
more.

Anna’s story

In college I was afforded an opportunity to learn about personal branding as well as create all
social media accounts for a boutique I was working at. The personal branding mission
led me to creating a website, blog, and working on my own social media presence. The
boutique experience allowed me to learn the ins and outs of Instagram and other social
media platforms for the use of a business. In college, around Junior year, it became
apparent to me that I needed to be my own boss and run a company. I actually came up
with the name The Creative Exchange in college, made a logo and everything. However,
at that time I just wasn’t sure what kind of company it would be. A few months after I
graduated it became apparent to me that I wanted to run my own agency.
We were previously based in the Triangle (Raleigh/Durham) area of North Carolina.
However, we are now totally remote with team members and a presence in North
Carolina, Los Angeles, New York City, and Washington DC.

What makes you different from other agencies?
One reason I started The Creative Exchange was seeing a void. A void in being amazing
at one skill (most agencies throw in social media as an add on service and they aren’t
actually that great at it), price (people seriously overcharge and under deliver), and
creativity (how much do you see that is actually creative or different from the norm
these days). This lead me to make something that would stand out from all the other
agencies. I also know that we are much more strategic and in-depth with our thought
process than many other agencies, as well as our ability to think outside of the box, and
create something dope with almost any budget.
21

What would a group or individual need to do in order
to benefit from what you’re offering?
We love playing a large part in the companies we work for. Our strategies we create
can go beyond just social media, and really plug into the company or brand’s entire
marketing efforts. We do whatever it takes to help see that your company is reaching its
goals whether that is brand awareness, increasing sales, brand affinity, etc.

A little bit about Anna
I grew up in a small town in Eastern North Carolina, and always have
been a go-getter. Not really one to take no as an answer. I have big goals
I want to accomplish and as it’s been a struggle I always manage to make
something work since I will do whatever it takes. I actually went to college
for fashion, but quickly came to realize marketing was my calling. It allowed
me to be creative in a different way and I liked that a lot. I do nothing more
than run and grow this company and as it may leave little time for a social
life, I know this is my calling right now. When it comes to business, I am
pretty serious about getting things done and creating dope things, but I am
also a total goofball. I am currently based in North Carolina, but moving
to NYC in the Fall. North Carolina has been a great home, but it’s time to
make bigger moves, and I am finally ready.

What inspires you to do what you do?
The people. I love the team I have built and what we have become as well
as what we create together. In addition, I love working with passionate
teams. We strive to work with clients that are amazing at what they do and
when someone digs their work and is passionate about it, I could listen to
them talk about it all day, even if I am not particularly into that industry/
topic. When someone is 1000% behind what they are doing, I can get
behind that and I want to do whatever it takes to help them succeed and
take them to the next level.
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What are your goals for 2018?
Number one goal is growth. We have been around for 2.5 years now and
we are at a point where scale is everything. I still do a lot of the day to
day work, but my focus is to increase business and gain us new clients/
partners. We shifted a bit with the type of clients we want to work with
(and budgets) over the past few months, and now it’s my job to find the
clients we want to partner with. Being so particular about who you work
with can be hard sometimes, but I wouldn’t have it any other way.

What does creativity mean to you?
Creativity is finding yourself and expressing it
through something tangible.

In addition to The Creative Exchange, we host a blog and concept studio
at ConceptKitchen.co and we have a free site to people to go to when they want to find
social media marketing tools called Social Media Toolkit.
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Loud &Ugly
@loudanduglywriters

BY LUBNA

@sweetwateronline

Loud and Ugly exists for writers to come together and fall in love with every
weird and awkward part of the writing process. We give permission to write
badly - perhaps even encouragement to write badly - if that’s all the writing
that’s going to happen that day. We’re about embracing every beautiful, creative
ounce of ourselves and not judging our work and ourselves based on ideas of
“goodness.” We’re about creating. We’re about writing - just writing.

24

Based

Online in the form of conference/webinar calls,
an FB community, and emails.

Founders

Megan Stillwell - I’m a writer who has taught teens and young adults
to write for the past 6 years. I recently left my job to start Loud and
Ugly in addition to my forthcoming herbal home & garden company,
Sweetwater and to parent my 11-month-old full-time.
Loud and Ugly started when I pushed myself to write consistently, stay
inspired, and fear no creation - and I kept running into old friends who
sought similar encouragement and community.

25

Mission?
We exist to help writers believe in themselves. Writers worry about their readership,
their rejections, their lack of writing, or the fact that they have to lock themselves in a
room with noise-cancelling headphones and a blindfold in order to write 100 words. But
all those things are very real parts of writers’ stories. We want people to know that their
own messy personal stories are the stories of great writers. We’re all in it together, even
when we appear to be alone.

What does Loud and Ugly offer?
We offer online workshops in 8-week sessions. Our current workshop is running
through August and the next will begin in September. They’re conducted through weekly
calls/webinars (which are emailed out regardless of attendance), emailed prompts and
readings, and a lively FB group.

What makes you different from other writing groups?
Liberation, inspiration, and creation. And we’re ready to get loud and ugly. There’s no
famous novelist guest, there’s no grades, we don’t cost hundred or thousands of dollars
in tuition (8 weeks is $128 total) - this is by design. We’re about raw community and
encouragement. We’re about the tribe.

What would a group or individual need to do in order to benefit from the
workshops you are offering?
Say yes, yes, yes to their urge to create!

What are Loud and Ugly goals?
We want to expand the possibilities of the creative mind. Writing a really good poem is
creative, but writing a really bad poem is creative, too. Singing a nonsense song to your
baby is creative. Writing a to-do list is creative.

There’s no hierarchy in creation.
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When we say, ‘I do’ and all that follows, what does it really mean?
In August 2016, I proposed to my partner. His reply was ‘Let me park the car first’. In all
fairness, his response was logical. I did ask him on a scorching hot afternoon in Granada,
Spain after spending more than half an hour looking for a parking space. Even though
his answer wasn’t as clear as a yes, or no, and to this date, we are not engaged formally,
however you want to define that. A proposal, nevertheless, has occurred, which has
made the idea of getting married as something possible for us.
My first memory of a wedding was when my eldest brother got married. This was in
1999, and although I didn’t understand what was going on, as I was only eleven at the
time, I knew it was important. I could translate this importance as I had to get a suit, a
hired one, with a waistcoat and tie, which on my brother’s wedding day ended up being
too small. The wedding itself felt like more of a party. He got married in Gretna Green,
Scotland, basically a wedding museum. Apart from the buffet and the cake, I was more
excited about the prospect of staying in a hotel.
Since then, I have attended very few weddings. I live in Spain, more importantly, I live
in Andalusia, where weddings are on steroids, and it goes beyond the notion of simply
‘getting married’. In Andalusia, there is a business involved. The guests are literally
paying customers.
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The impulse to write this piece has come from the past few weeks in which weddings
have punctuated my weekends. Recently, I have been to a wedding in a small village
here in Andalusia. I was one of the several hundred guests sandwiched between both
tradition and fantasy.
A wedding on this scale is a show. The bride and groom are the protagonists,
the Hollywood box office unfolds before our eyes. The narrative is simple, as it is
flamboyant. The conveyor belt of food and drink, a firework display to welcome the bride
and groom, the after-dinner dance and the display of a video montage documenting the
day. Or, more importantly, when the free bar opens and so goes the inhibitions.
I knew that this day was going to have all the components of a typical wedding in a
village. The dichotomy of the tradition in conversation with the excess of food and
drink. In other words, a party. After the food digested, the hats came off and so did the
heels, and ties. Reality soon enough has to make an unfortunate appearance, a bit like
being picked up from a birthday party when you’re a child. I felt as though I was only
witnessing a party.
On the way back home in the car, I polished the dust a little, to reveal another thought.
How did the bride and groom really feel? Happy that this was the most special day of
their lives as a couple, their love cemented, the knot has been tied. Yet, I was feeling
another emotion of how overwhelming it must have been for them. Did they really
have a good time because they were worrying about their guests? All the responsibility
married to all the irresponsibility that comes with excess, not to mention the financial
commitment.
The thought of how much it would have cost is enough to deter me to even consider
such a wedding. Additionally, there is this pressure to provide, entertain or live up to the
expectations of your guests. It’s far too exhausting. Nevertheless, there is something
about it which I find appealing. All the minutiae, the gifts for the guests, how everything
was branded with their initials and the organisation which it must have taken for them.
Not to mention the opportunity to have loved ones together. The sugar rush of a fairy
tale.
Weddings and the idea of getting married have recently been part of my every day
vocabulary. A dear friend of mine is also getting married this year, and I am excited to be
the best man. I admire how their wedding plans are fuelled with romance and a feeling
of simplicity. It has made me think about marriage.
Before all these weddings existed, my partner and I would talk about the fantasy of
getting married a lot. Using the safety net of a conditional message such as ‘were I ever

to get married, or if we had a wedding…’.
Recently, however, that safety net has been
replaced with an essence of deduction, a
cocksure ‘when’ has replaced the possible ‘if’.
Now, we often say ‘when we get married’, its
usage akin to domestic imperatives such as
‘make the bed!’, ‘change the litter tray when
you get home from work!’. It has become
almost a need we have gained through
osmosis.
The idea that marriage is the confirmation,
legalising something which without the stamp
of approval from the town hall, or a similar
institution creates a somewhat nomad status
for my relationship.
As I think about unboxing the concept of
marriage, that from afar, for so many of us
is the full stop in a relationship. That’s it!
we are married. However, what does being
married mean? There are the vows we say,
the promises, the surreal moment of saying
such meaningful words in front of our loved
ones, but really, what does it mean? A legal
relationship?
It takes the spark out of the word relationship,
a noun which derives from the verb relate.
A notion we often forget. Marriage is an
extension of what already exists, and my
wedding binges had distorted the clear
view which I now have. If I can’t relate to
the person I want to marry, then I can’t get
married, but then again, I can, because it is
there, it is available. Despite tackling with the
semantics of what marriage means, to relate
is the real business. To tie the knot or to untie
it? well I can safely say that I am excited to
see what is inside the box of marriage, but
the knot I have to tie will always require an
element of mutual understanding.
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Having the luxury of choice is something in which I truly appreciate, but I feel my desires
for marriage have been one-dimensional. I have been flirting with the notion that
marriage is the component to finishing a jigsaw. It is the image many of us have. But,
if we really think about, despite the legality of marriage, it really is the initial step. It is
almost like graduating from university, you have your degree, you have your acquired
knowledge and now, off you go, into the big bad world.
While marriage promotes the idea of union and a conjugal bond, it quite often reveals
the idea of accomplishment and conclusion. The bureaucratic changes, the joining of
bank accounts, the sharing of economic responsibility and starting a family are all the
ingredients to feeling complete, or how we are supposed to believe. A one size fits all
narrative. But as I mentioned earlier, marriage, like finishing your degree, you leave with
a piece of paper, it is an achievement, but it doesn’t provide you with a defined self.
Wouldn’t it be much more interesting if we were more focused on life after we sign the
dotted line?
Seeing marriage as something wild and over growing, in oppose to ‘the boxed up
and taped shut’ ideology we bestow upon it. As soon as we tie the knot, it means a
new chapter. It means starting a new portfolio of memories, adventures, romantic
endeavours, conversations, the turbulence and most importantly, the relationship.
Having a narrative in your relationship allows a certain essence of personal scaffolding.
Narratives, however, come in all shapes and sizes, with myriad twist and turns,
coincides, the banal and the spectacular all intertwined.
To finish with a quote from Oscar Wilde, taken from `the importance of being earnest´
which almost sums up, if not paradoxically how many of us feel.
‘’I have always been of opinion that a man who desires to
get married should know either everything or nothing’’.

About Liam

Liam Anthony is a writer and teacher from Manchester, UK, who lives in Spain
with his partner and their two cats. His works consists of poetry and non-fiction
and he is currently working on his first collection of poems. Liam’s work is heavily
inspired by his life in Spain, identity, travel and personal experiences.

@liam.ant
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Lesson
Learned,
Mum
For those of us, who are/were
fortunate enough to have a mother,
or a mother-like figure in our lives, we
are aware of those lessons they used
to teach us when we were children
and adolescents. Back then, they were
simply instructions that we had to
abide by, or else. In our pubescent
years, we even found the guts to
refute the words of our mothers,
passionately insisting that they were
wrong, and that we were right. I do
not know about you, but boy was I in
the wrong. I agree that some lessons
my mother was trying to teach me
were slightly outdated, but time truly
does speak for experience, and so
far everything my mother taught me
ended up being true. Here is a list of
five lessons my mother taught me, that
I only understand now.
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Bite Your Tongue
Readers, if you knew the uncontrollable urge I used to have as a child and adolescent to
always talk back to everyone who disagreed with me, you would lock me up in a cage just to
shut me up. I am an opinionated human being when it comes to subjects I am passionate
about. I used to also have this sense of superior intellect when I was younger and I would
not be afraid to prove it. Time and time again, my mother reminded me to bite my tongue.
“If you have nothing nice to say, don’t say it,” she used to repeat. Now that I am older, I
understand why she emphasized this so much. Over time I realized my words truly hurt
people, almost to a physical pain level. I also realized that my opinion did not need to be
shared with everyone, especially those who were not willing to be open-minded enough to
hear it. I am still opinionated, I am still passionate, but I definitely bite my tongue more than
I use it.

Be Patient
Ugh, I sure hated this one. I’ll be honest, I still hate this one to this day. “Why should I be
patient?” I used to ask. “I’m doing everything right, why aren’t things going exactly the way I
want them to go?” I used to scream to her. She would calmly sit me down, hold me, and tell
me that some things just are not meant to happen, or sometimes waiting longer is better
than getting what you desire right away, because it makes you appreciate it more later on.
I never understood that until now. I still struggle with patience immensely, but I value it way
more than I used to.

Forgive and Forget
Broken friendships, hurtful extended family members, rude strangers in the street - forgive
and forget. My mother is the calmest, kindest individual on Earth. This comes so effortlessly
to her, or so she makes it seem. For me, on the other hand, I can probably forgive you, but I
will never forget. The thing that you do to me, I will remember forever, and it will dictate how
we interact in the future. However, as I grow older, I realize that swallowing down your pride,
and moving forward by forgetting is the only way my own soul will be at peace. My grudges
will only burden me, no one else.
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Make Time for God
Obviously, this does not apply to everyone, or it applies in a different variation to some. As
a child, praying five times a day and reciting Quran verses daily was not something I looked
forward to. It was a repetitive, meaningless task to me. My mother pushed me regardless.
She reminded me to pray five times a day for years, she mentioned reciting the Quran for
years. I’m not saying like once a week, I mean every single day for the past God-knows-howmany-years. Now that I’m moved out and do not have her reminders, I hear her voice in my
head, and I feel oddly sad if I do not complete those tasks. Those tasks are the only actions,
personally, that keep me sane. She knew, all along, that when I would leave her, these
practices would keep me safe and sound.

Clean Up After Yourself
Obviously, mothers come in all shapes and sizes and most aren’t as neurotic as mine when
it comes to cleaning. I kid you not, this woman will stop walking down the stairs to rub
fingerprints off the wall if the sunlight hits it just right. Growing up, I was never allowed in
the living room. It was reserved for guests only, and God forbid I walked in with a food item
in there. She would make us clean on a weekly basis, and do inspections afterwards to see
if we did it properly. Needless to say, as much as I wanted to avoid being this obsessed with
cleaning, I am just the same as her now. It’s a problem...but at least I’ll never have bed bugs?

By Sarah Ghani
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Pain,
pressure,
pleasure
SOC IAL MED IA,
PAI N OR GAIN
FOR ARTISTS?
The internet and social media have had a great impact
on the whole world, especially the art world, with
websites and apps making it possible to share your
art with the world and reach a bigger audience. It
seems like social media has made it easier for artists to
become established and sell their art, but has it really?

B Y I D U N
OA A K
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New platforms
The art market has existed for a long time, but only recently, with new technology and
globalisation, it has turned into an industry.
New social media platforms have been popping up during the last decade, making it
possible for artists around the world to share their art, many of them targeting artists and
art enthusiasts. One of these websites is deviantart.com, who describe themselves as
“The largest online social network for artists and art enthusiasts, and a platform
for emerging and established artists to exhibit, promote, and share
their works with an enthusiastic, art-centric community”.
With over 44 million registered members, and 45 million unique visitors per month,
deviantart is one platform that shows how large the interest for art is today.
While deviantart mainly focuses on the art community and personal features, other
networks targeting art, such as artistsnetwork.com, update their visitors and members
about current and upcoming art events, competitions and offers knowledge concerning
art, the art world, mediums and much more.
Of course, many artists have also turned to other social media hubs to share their work
and one great example of this is Instagram - it has become one of the largest platforms for
artists today. While deviantart and artistsnetwork mostly attracts art enthusiasts, Instagram
reaches a much wider audience.
Many in the established art world have seen the importance of Instagram and turn to it to
find and feature the artists of tomorrow. A lot of curators, galleries, magazines and ordinary
people have made Instagram accounts aimed towards featuring unestablished artists.
Artists do not only turn to social media to share their work, but also to make beneficial
contacts in the art world.
In an article by forbes.com, 26-year-old artist Shane Miller talks about using Instagram
successfully, making 40% of his sales through the platform and seeing Instagram
as a long-term bet for his career.
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Competition and Skill
It is becoming easier to share your art, but is it necessarily easier to reach an audience and
become an established artist? When presenting your art to a bigger audience, how easy is it
for it to be seen? While the audience grows, so does the market.
Artist Rob Miles discusses the growing market and its impact in an article by Apollo
Magazine. He chose to shelve his interest in computer-generated imagery because,
compared to other artists, he is: “like a child playing in the mud”. Finding no profit in the
medium, he chose to solely focus on printmaking.
Having to give up on a type of art form for profit, putting money before pleasure, is limiting
for many artists. With the influx of artists one has to be able to stand out, in both creativity
and skill, to attract potential buyers. Not being one of the best in your field could result in no
business opportunities. These circumstances affects many artists and forces them to limit
their creative expression to accommodate potential buyers.

W H O BUYS ART TODAY
As the market grows, so, it seems, does the number of
online buyers. The survey “The American Attitude towards
art” from 2016 found that social media, such as Instagram, is
American Millennials’ preferred tool for discovering art.

44.3% & 33.8%
O F MILLE N N IA LS

AGED 18–24

AGED 25–34
DISCOVER NEW

ART THROU GH

SOCIAL MEDIA.
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But the majority of today’s art buyers, as found in the same survey,
are baby boomers, aged 65 and up

29.5%

said they discover new art through

social media, but a majority preferred to find art through museums

Only

19%

said they would buy art online, while

56.8% & 51.6 %
AGED 25–3 4
O F MILLE N N IA LS
AGED 18–24

WO U L D B U Y
ART ONLINE

Because of this, some conclude that as millennials salaries rise, so will the
number of online art buyers, as they turn to social media to find and buy art.

M A RKE TING KNOWLE D G E
With many already using, and more who will use, social media to
look at and purchase art, it seems like knowing how to promote and
market yourself plays an important part in your future success.
Though some artists express worry, feeling like social media is
taking over their lives. Experiencing pressure to constantly stay
active and post unique and interesting content, taking time from
creating art. Finding that the amount of time they put in is not giving
the desired results, and struggling to decide if it is all worth it.
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The Life Changing
M AG I C O F T I DY I N G

B Y K E L LY A U R O R A

@aurora_prints
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How to declutter your space and
tidy up your life, once and for all!
In my last article on Scandinavian design, I touched upon
the beauty of the Japanese tidying method designed by
writer and lifestyle celebrity, Marie Kondo. In her book,
‘The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying’, she explains how
decluttering your home can lead to a healthier and
happier life. She shares the ‘KonMari Method’, a simple
guide she has been developing since she was a teenager.
Focussing on possessions that ‘spark joy’, her method
boasts a 100% decluttering success rate! Here is a simple
breakdown of how her unique method has helped people
all over the world change their spaces for good.

1. V I S U A L I S E Y O U R E ND G O AL!
Before you start tidying your space, visualise how you
want your place to look and feel. Think about your end
goal and what you want to achieve. I wanted my home to
always look clean, clutter-free, fresh and modern. I wanted
to achieve a space inspired by Scandinavian design. What
do you want to achieve from your space? What aspects of
your space are you unhappy with?

2. T I D Y B Y CA TE G O RY , NO T BY ROOM
The Kon Marie Method requires you to tidy by category.
Start by pulling out all of your clothes, then move on to
books, followed by papers and miscellaneous items. Start
with the items in each category that are easy to make
‘keep’ or ‘discard’ decisions about. Leave nostalgic items
to the end – you will spend too much time thinking about
whether or not you should keep them that you may give
up on tidying altogether!

3. F O CUS O N THE I TEM S YOU W ANT T O KEEP, NOT DISCARD!
This was the trick that helped me the most! When sorting through each category,
focus on the items you want to keep and throw everything else away! Take each
and every item in your hand and ask yourself these four magic words, ‘does it
spark joy’? By choosing to only keep items that make you happy, or items that you
need for everyday life, your space will begin to transform immediately.

TIP: Don’t keep clothes for loungewear or overalls. Kondo insists
that if you’re not going to wear something, throw it away. The
biggest reason for clutter is keeping things ‘we may need or
use one day’. I totally agree! Get rid of it! You can always buy
something similar when you do need it – and if you do buy it, this
time ensure it sparks joy!

4. T H A NK I TEM S F O R THEIR SERVICE W HEN DISCARDING T HEM
I found this helped a lot, especially when making hard decisions about throwing
items away. When choosing to discard items that you have fond memories with,
say ‘Thank you for the memories, I don’t need to keep you to remember you’. It
might sound silly, but a lot of the time we feel we need to keep things out of guilt
and thanking items really does help alleviate that guilt!

5. S T O RE Y O U R RE M A I NI NG IT EMS ‘ T HE RIGHT W AY’
Kondo has a fantastic method for storing clothes. She explains how we need
to ‘file’ clothes instead of folding or hanging them. Filing them helps us to have
sight of all of our clothing, meaning we are less likely to forget about them and
never wear them. She shares her unique folding method for all different items of
clothing, that turns each item into neat little rectangles. This way, clothes fit neatly
into draws, remaining smooth and wrinkle-free! Check out her filing method on
YouTube!

I definitely recommend ‘The Life-Changing Method of Tidying’ if you’re
looking for a refreshing way to tidy your space and declutter once and
for all. The book immediately triggers energy and motivation to make
drastic changes to your home that will leave you feeling less stressed
about your surroundings. I love her method for discarding and only
keeping items that Spark Joy and make you happy. Let’s face it, the less
items you have to tidy on a daily basis, the easier tidying will become!
When you pull out all of the things you own, you will be shocked about
how much you unnecessarily hold on to! We are all hoarders to some
extent and her unique method helps to banish this! Have fun tidying
and rediscovering your space!
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Creations
CH RIS TINE
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CA RP ENTER

C rafting C hannels to P eace : S titching B ack to
C ontented S elf , O ne S lip of Y arn A t a T ime

my

In the cobwebs of a tortured mind, you
sift through the mess, plucking them
back, one by one, tactfully avoiding a
further entanglement. Anxiety for me,
was like this. I could wiggle my way
forward and shortly after, I would vanish
in the labyrinth of my own thoughts. I
needed a vice, an outlet… and then what I
like to call the “fibers of my being,” came
into play.

My soul soon altered,

forevermore.
It was less than two years ago that
I sat home restlessly one crisp, Fall
Sunday afternoon, observing the anxiety
reverberating within my body. Outside
the fragrance and melodies of the season
had settled in; a nipping breeze passing
through the tattered mesh of the screen
door, torn from happily swinging open

@sere_k_nity
There was an unsettled, melancholy
that overwhelmed me with impassible
waves. There was no direct answer for
justification for this uninvited swell of
nerves. My body surged with angst as
my mind begged for a channel in which to
treat this new foe who’d set up camp in my
cerebrum.

each evening. A swish of leaves gliding

Anxiety is a wild ride you haven’t met

down from red Maples, a neighbor’s

the height requirement for. Strapped

smoky, crackling fire to suppress the

in, the world flies dizzying by and your

newfound chills, the carbonation of a

gravity-resistant feet throb; pulsing with

harvest beer tickling my lips.

adrenaline.

It is one of my most beloved times of year

Several days prior as I was scrolling

and yet the buzzing sensation at my core

through a social media feed, I spotted

echoed thoughts that would not quiet.

an ad for some luxury yarn on an online
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advertisement. Intrigued, and a chronic

Sure there is counting, and repetition

impulsive buyer, it had arrived the day

of stitch patterns to think about while

prior. Tearing through the packing tape,

crafting, however, knitting brings us

I felt the weight of the wooden needles

to a meditative, centered place within

in my hands and the plush roving wool

ourselves that I for one had difficulty

almost seemed too perfect to unwind…

reaching beforehand. It used to be that

almost. Tactfully I tied a slipknot, gliding it

reading would sweep me off into a far off

onto the needle and began training myself

land, and having been a New York City

in a craft that would lead me through a

train commuter for close to a decade, I

more profound empathic pilgrimage than I

became comfortable with losing myself

had ever deemed available. I would gain a

between the binding of a thick fiction

newfound compassion for myself.

novel on a daily basis. Suddenly, the
overwhelming asphyxiation of anxiety

I tend to find new tasks daunting, and

engulfed me, and the calm hands that

knitting has proven no exception.
Amongst a knotted pile of yarn, I persisted
through a tangled web of fears when

once flicked the fresh pages grew restless,
yearning for something more.

I bent the crease of a new pattern or

Knitting was the answer. I couldn’t run

stitch combination. My fingers fumbling

from those feelings, couldn’t mask my

and my mind racing: often I decide I was

true being and quenched and craved for

inadequate before I’d even given the pages

a new practice that, unbeknownst to even

a first glance.

me, would pull me closer to myself than
I had ever been. It became vital to my

”In

a fleeting moment of

security amongst the heavy
blanketed ailing psyche ,

I

remind myself , ‘ you , like

the interlaced textile that
lies in a heap upon your

lap , are a work in progress ,
and not only is that okay ,
it is the most beautiful
thing you can be ...”
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sanity to make. I grew called to create.
Manifesting that creation with a tangible,
handmade item, became the anecdote to
the insurmountable feeling that I was not
worthy. Stitch by stitch, my confidence
expanded.
The language of knitting became primary
and it soon occurred to me that I was
capable of just about anything, be it the
hanks of threads, or everyday challenges
I’d face.

The patience required to rip

find a way to disturb even the

back rows of work, master

most purifying of hobbies.

a new technique, pair the

With each repetition, I reclaim

correct yarn weight to the

the present moment as one

precise needle size and

of peace. And I remember,

achieve desired drape, has

as the piece you stitch grows,

appeared in other areas

so do you. The corners of my

of my life. I ask myself how

lips upturned, I reiterate the

willing I am to get the work

mantra that I’ve constructed

just right? Paradoxically, I’ll

and that is so seared into my

often leave small errors in

mind: it’s never just about the

my work when I’m in a flow

yarn, it’s always about how far

and then work will always be

you’ve come.

identified as mine. I embrace
the flaws. These “mistakes”
pose as an archaeological
dig, chronicling back to my
earliest works to present.
They are raw and they are
real… and they are mine.
Often times I find myself
rushing through a piece,
appointing a future deadline
of completion in my mind that
I “must” adhere to. And then
I pause, feel the sensation of
the sumptuous fibers, listen
for the click of the driftwood

Yards

of yarn

unearthed miles
of peace … and
with each and
every stitch there

is accomplishment .

A nd

the metro

train

I

board

whistles north ,
signifying the way
toward home ;

I

too , return home
to me .

needles as one stich passes
from left-hand to right, and
tug my thoughts back to my
intentions for picking them

@sere_k_nity

up in the first place. An
agitated, anxious mind will
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Scythe
N E AL SH US TER M A N
BY MAI

This book has been out in the wild
since November 2016, and I don’t
even know why I am only just reading
it now. I immensely enjoyed this read;
even though I didn’t fly through it, it
was extremely thought provoking and
it had me pondering on a lot of facts
even after I finished it. Scythe had
such a powerful effect on me that I
am writing this review, while staring
longingly at the next book.

"You shall study history,

the great philosophers, the
sciences. You will come to
understand the nature of
life and what it means to
be human before you are
permanently charged with
the taking of life."
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Goodreads Synopsis
Thou shalt kill. A world with no hunger, no disease, no war, no misery.
Humanity has conquered all those things and has even conquered death. Now
Scythes are the only ones who can end life — and they are commanded to do
so, in order to keep the size of the population under control.
Citra and Rowan are chosen to apprentice to a Scythe –a role that neither
wants. These teens must master the “art” of taking life, knowing that the
consequence of failure could mean losing their own.

Setting
I never discuss the setting or the world of the book in reviews, because to be
frank, they all share a lot of aspects. However, I just need to discuss Scythe’s
setting because it is one-of-a-kind. The book is set in the future, so far in the
future that the years are no longer counted. And even though this is a YA
Fantasy, there are no supernatural powers if you really think about it. Humans,
in this world, enjoy a lot of gifts that are provided only through means of
technological advances that seem extremely logical. And I think that this is a
refreshing aspect that we don’t get to see often.

Plot
The story itself is a bit slow-paced, I felt like the events could have
progressed so much faster. In the same time, this slow pace provided the
perfect atmosphere for intense thinking and pondering. As I said before, I
couldn’t fly through this book; that is inherently because I was taking a deep
breath after each chapter and just having the wheels in my head turning
in all directions. While I usually enjoy more fast-paced and action-packed
books, I still think this book was just perfect for what it was portraying. And
don’t even get me started on the plot twists. There were literally so many
twists in this book that I had my jaw hanging open in the last 150 pages (note
to self: stop reading in public, you looked stupid).
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Characters
Scythe follows Citra and Rowan, who are chosen to be Scythe Faraday’s
apprentices early on in the story; they are basically chosen to kill people
for a living. I thought this was going to be a typical case of anti-hero, and
I was wrong. Citra and Rowan are as far away as one can get from antiheroes; they are compassionate and kind. And if we lived in this world
where some humans are tasked to take the lives of others, I would feel
comfortable if all Scythes had those traits.
The characters are extremely relatable; and I am not just talking on a
deeply emotional level, I am talking on the daily-life-activities level. That
was quite surprising because, well I didn’t exactly feel like I could connect
with a robed dude, who kills people on a daily basis, but well, what can I
say? We have similar taste in food.

Writing Style
It was just amazing, truly and honestly one of the best novels I have ever read.
This is one of those books that just give me the felling of ‘why should I even
attempt to write?’. I don’t think a lot of people can reach this level in expressing
their thoughts and to make everyone emphasize with what is written.

Overall, if you are thinking of adding
a book to your ever-growing pile of TBR,
Scythe is the perfect choice. I promise, it’s
going to make you ponder on things that
you never gave a second glance.
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Chicken & Mushroom Pie
BY

S U M A I YA

INGREDIENTS
1 kg breast chicken
1 box of mushrooms
Spring onions x5
1 white onion
3 garlic cloves
2 tbsp flour
1 tbsp salt
½ tbsp black pepper
1 tbsp mixed herbs/thyme
1 cup mixed veg or 3 x carrots
160ml double cream

If you’re looking to make
something that is simple and
will wow the taste buds of your
guests, this humble chicken
and mushroom pie, perfected
over the years, won’t let you
down! Remember, there are no
restrictions in cooking, so, feel
free to play around with spices
and flavours as you please. I
hope you enjoy my recipe!

2 x vegetable stock cubes (I use
the Knorr brand)
1 x Jus-rol frozen puff pastry:
Includes two sheets (the refrigerated jus-rol puff pastry contains alcohol); Allow 30-40 mins
to defrost at room temperature.
Or feel free to use whichever
puff pastry you are familiar with
1 egg or 1tbsp of milk

SERVES 8
Prep time: 10 mins
Cooking time: 20-25 mins
Baking time: 30-40 mins
Tbsp = tablespoon
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YOU WILL NEED
1 LARGE DEEP TRAY USED FOR BAKING
A WOK/LARGE SAUCEPAN
CHOPPING BOARD & KNIFE

EXTRA

(THINGS I USE FOR MORE FLAVOUR)

½ TBSP FIVE SPICE (CAN SUBSTITUTE
WITH CUMIN SEEDS)
½ TBSP PAPRIKA
1 TBSP BUTTER
1.5 TBSP OF CHOPPED CORIANDER

SIDES
MASH/ROASTED POTATOES
BOILED GREEN BEANS/PEAS

PREPARATION
After washing all items; slice onions,
chop mushrooms (and carrots, if you’re
using them), dice chicken into small
cubes, peel and grate the garlic cloves.
Set your puff-pastry on the counter
to defrost at room temperature. (p.s.
If your pastry doesn’t defrost in time,
quickly chuck it in the microwave, set
to “defrost” and microwave for 1-2
minutes. Make sure it doesn’t over
heat and get soggy!).
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Instructions
1. Heat 4 tbsp of cooking oil. Add your chicken
cubes to the heated oil. Sprinkle salt and black
pepper to your taste as well as the mixed herbs and
the additional tbsp of butter, paprika and five spice
(or cumin seeds).
2. Whilst the chicken is cooking, toss in the chopped
onions (both spring and white) and the mixed veg
(or chopped carrots).
3. Keep stirring in between on a medium high heat,
until the chicken is almost cooked and the veg are
somewhat soft.
4. At this point, you will need to include the
vegetable stock cubes. With the Knorr brand, it is
safe to place it onto the dish and it will dissolve
accordingly. However, if the brand you’re using
requires you to dissolve the powder stock cube into
hot water before adding to the dish, you will need
to prepare that and then pour into the mix.
5. Give everything a good stir, followed by two
tablespoons of plain flour. Shortly after, pour 160ml
of double cream and stir once again.
6. Leave the mix to bubble on low heat for 2
minutes.
7. Finally, sprinkle the finely chopped coriander to
the mix, stir, and set aside.
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8. Your puff-pastry should
now be defrosted and ready
to use. If it cracks whilst
unrolling, it still needs some
more time to thaw. (You can
try the microwave trick I
mentioned earlier).
9. Pour all the mixture into
a large baking tray. Lay the
puff-pastry over the mixture,
ensuring that you cover all
the sides. If the pastry is too
large for the tray, you can
cut some of the edges off and
use to make decorations or
the ruffled effect around the
sides.
10.

(optional step) With the

leftover pastry, create roses
or leaves to garnish.
11. Whisk 1 egg (or use milk)
to brush the pastry.
12. Place into a pre-heated
oven at 180 degrees (may vary
depending on how your oven
works).
13. Cook until the top is
golden brown. Serve with
boiled green beans and mash/
roasted potatoes.

@alittlesvmthing
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Run Johnny Run!
C O N F E S S I O N S O F A N A M AT E U R R U N N E R
B Y M ’G I U L I A

I don’t define myself as a sporty person. Back in school, I was always
the one who got picked out last during physical education class.
Nonetheless, over the years, I have nurtured a love for running. I’m
not a professional runner and when running races, I don’t run to win.
Many do, but my aim is not the golden medal. I aim for the finish line
and that is because running to me is not an end in itself, but a means
to multiple ends - a kaleidoscope of reasons. So, here are a couple
of brutally honest reasons why amateur runners like me choose this
sport. Reasons which you will rarely hear them admit.
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I run to counteract my greatest passion and vice: FOOD.
I run to ease the guilt of having eaten too much in the past
few days. I run to hopefully melt away the second serving
of ice-cream I could not say no to, and with hopes of being
Created by Alex Muravev
from the Noun Project

able to eat just a little bit more during the next meal.

I run when my favourite jeans start feeling tight, and I run
harder when my largest pair of jeans ALSO start feeling too
tight. Then I run the hardest when I know that I have an event
coming up and am forced to ditch the figure-hugging jeans
altogether, and pick up the less revealing dress *horror*

I run when summer is around the corner, and suddenly I
realise that the beach body I had sworn myself to have last
January (darn them New Year Resolutions!), just like the wool
knit jumpers and cosy sweaters, is nowhere to be seen.

I run when I feel that things in my life are spiralling out of
control and I am overwhelmed. I run so that, at least for 45
minutes, I see that I can achieve what I set my mind to.

“So shallow and vain”, I hear you say. But no, it is not
all about image. It does go further than skin deep.
Pizza by Alex Muravev from the Noun Project; jeans by Maria Zamchy from the Noun Project; sun by Maria Zamchy from the
Noun Project; dizziness by priyanka from the Noun Project;Brain by Hermine Blanquart from the Noun Project
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I run when I feel I am good-for-nothing, and I need to see
that I can reach goals and accomplish things in life. Yet, I also
run when I feel I have my act together. and want to simply
push my limits even further, and see that growth happens
outside the comfort zone. Finally, I run because it has
changed my mind set. It has helped me to develop a sense
of endurance and stamina, which often mirrors the fact that
in life, you need to learn to grit your teeth and run just a few
other kilometres since life is a marathon and not a sprint. It
also taught me that I can silence all those critical voices, which
claim ‘you won’t make it’; with my own being the loudest.

I run to silence my brain because many times my mind
seems to be on a self-sabotaging mission, firing at me 101
thoughts, all competing for my attention. Running gives me
one specific target – the finish line – clearing up all other
thoughts, shifting them to a lower priority.I run because it
gives me a rational reason for my heart to race. A reason thatis
absent when my heart is fluttering due to anxiety. On the other
hand, I also run when I feel numb, empty and unmotivated,
since it gives me an adrenaline rush and makes me feel alive. I
run when I need to have a good cry, allowing tears and sweat
to mix and becoming undistinguishable to outsiders. This helps
me avoid the dreaded question of ‘are you ok?’. But, I also run
when I am so happy and excited about life that I can’t contain
myself, and need to channel that energy somewhere. Again…
helping me to avoid the question of ‘are you ok?’.

Running is so much more than the 1st place. Running
has now become a lifestyle, more than simply a sport.
Dizziness by priyanka from the Noun Project;Brain by Hermine Blanquart from the Noun Project; confused by Delwar Hossain
from the Noun Project
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safiya

Ten Ways To Get More Followers on Instagram

The most important thing to bear in mind if you are trying to grow your following on
Instagram, is that you should do it in an authentic way. That is to say, buying followers
will do nothing for your account. The level of engagement wouldn’t change and would be
disproportionate to your following, which will look odd in itself. After all, what’s the point in
having more followers if they’re not going to interact with your posts? I want to share some
tips to get more followers, tried and tested by myself.
Around February of this year, I decided to make my Instagram account focus on one of
my main passions: reading and in doing so, I became a member of the Bookstagram
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community. My Instagram had formerly been mostly dedicated to sharing pieces of my
writing as well as random pictures (it was a mess). While I still share snippets of my writing,
the main focus of my account is #Bookstagram. After a month or so, I began consciously
trying to improve the quality of my posts as well as trying to increase my following. At this
point I had around 500 followers and this number had been stagnant for as long as I can
remember.
After 4 months of actively trying to gain more followers, I now have just over 1,100 at the
time of writing. An increase of 600 followers may not seem like a drastic expansion, but
it was genuine. The level of likes and engagement in general has also vastly increased on
my posts. The followers are not merely a number to look good and that’s what you should
remember if you are trying to expand your account. Here are my 10 tips:

1

Find a niche you want to focus on. For example, my account is about reading
and writing but tailor it to you whether it be: fashion, lifestyle, healthy eating, fitness,
photography, nature etc. The possibilities are endless, but try to focus your account
on one or a few interests that you are passionate about.

Think about the quality of pictures you are posting. Don’t just post any old
thing! Take notice of posts that are really popular and see what they have in common.
Edit your pictures if you need to - improve them even more. It’s best to take pictures
in natural sunlight if possible because they come out looking great as they are.

3

2

Try to maintain a theme with your pictures so that your feed will look aesthetic
and attract people who might want to follow you. Some people keep a very specific
theme, sticking to certain colours and always take pictures in the same style, but this
can be hard to maintain. As long as there’s a generic theme it will look good.
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4

Post regularly. The more you post, the more your posts will be seen. Think about how
many times you check Instagram in a day, let alone a week. It would be good to post
once a day or as often as you think you can because it’s also important to be consistent.

Write interesting and captivating captions. Try to be engaging and find ways of
starting a conversation by writing something related to the picture you posted that
people will want to share their thoughts about. Tell a story and make it personal so
that your followers can get to know you; they will interact more with that.

6

Follow accounts that are similar to yours. People that are posting about the
same niche as you and who will, therefore, be interested in your posts. This will help
you become a part of a community, and will increase your following, but you can’t be
a part of this group if you don’t follow people as well.

Similarly, it’s important for you to interact with the people that you do follow.
Like posts and give thoughtful comments (not just emojis or single words) when you
can; this will encourage similar interaction on your posts and will help ensure your
followers aren’t just a number, but they are actually engaging.
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5

Your bio is also important. Keep it short and sweet but share what you need your
followers to know. Is it clear what your niche is just by reading your bio? Give a few
details that will make it clear for people before they even see your posts - what it is that
your account is about?

7

9

Make good use of the story function! Not everyone takes the time to watch
everyone’s stories on Instagram, but attract the people that do. Find a way to
engage with your followers through the stories. Post things that you want to share,
but that won’t make it to your aesthetic feed. You can also use hashtags and
locations in the stories.

Host a giveaway or a competition of some kind when you reach a certain
number of followers. This will attract a lot of followers and will also create another
way of interacting with your community.

10

I hope these tips help! Even if you don’t adopt them all, the most important thing is to focus
on high-quality pictures, thoughtful captions and following people with similar interests.
Next month, I will share some apps to help you organise and improve your Instagram
experience, so watch out for that.

Follow Safiya on Social Media!
@jscherfi on instagram and twitter
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footprints
BY AMINA AHMED

my best friend is dead.

he’d lean over and whisper,

my mind, full of memories,

unzipping his thoughts.

my inner pain lives.

“man, don’t you hear that?”
all I’d heard was wheezing wind

only seventeen,

dancing with the trees.

his soft sound smothered our hearts,
especially mine.

my eyes narrowed in,
my ears yearning to hear it,

my heart still gallops

and finally did.

just thinking of what he said;
of what he taught me.

“we are all the same.”
I had known that was his voice,

mild rebels we were

So I peered over.

seeking shadowed crevices,
leaving our footprints.

but he was gone then.
his voice still fresh and alive,

I looked up to him,

his body, downhill.

figuratively I mean,
because he was short.

unforgettable.
unfathomable even.

as I recall now

irreversible

we were consumed in our thoughts
atop a mountain

the mirror reflects;

he had his eyes closed.

I stand before it knowing,
he still lives in me.
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Don’t wait
to be happy

BY ELIF DINÇER

When I was 6 years old, I thought I would be happy if someone would give
me a lollipop.
When I was 8 years old, I thought I would be happy if my father would buy
me a bicycle.
When I was 10 years old, I thought I would be happy if my parents would
finally give me permission to go shopping alone.
When I was 12 years old, I thought I would be happy if my father would buy
me a new smartphone.
When I was 14 years old, I thought I would be happy if I would get a message
from the cute guy I met at school.
When I was 16 years old, I thought I would be happy if my parents would
understand me.
When I was 18 years old, I thought I would be happy if I would pass all my
exams and I finally graduate.
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Now, I am 19 years old and I got my lollipop, my
bicycle, my new smartphone, I go on vacation alone, I’m
graduated and... I finally learnt that happiness is not a
destination.
Waiting for something to be happy is very dangerous.
It means that we will spend more time waiting for
happiness, than really being happy.
And you... what are you waiting on to make you happy?
The day of your last exam? The day of your flight? The
day you will finally buy something you always wanted?
What are you waiting on? More important, why are you
waiting? Is it really impossible to be happy when you’re
waiting for things to happen? Is it really impossible to be
happy with the little things?
I don't think so.
Be happy with the little moments with your
family.
Be happy that you finally finished studying one chapter,
even if you have 50 to go.
Be happy while saving your money to buy something
you want.
Be happy on the way to your vacation, don't wait to get
there to feel good.
You don’t have time to wait to be happy.
Just be happy.
Right now.
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Mark my words
B Y

S E L E N A

I woke up this morning, and for the first time in a long time I felt my heart alive
and sound, beating perfectly fine. The past few years have been numb, and
painful. And the truth of the matter is that I abandoned my own heart, because
love never did me any good. I gave up not because I don’t love anymore, but
rather because I am tired of getting hurt. I am tired of feeling unappreciated,
of no value and ignored. Yet I always return, because deep down inside in my
heart will always remember you. Time has gone on I have grown stronger, my
eyes have dried out and the flame in my heart soon disappeared. I am not the
same I use to be, my heart has forgotten your presence I simply hold onto my
last memory of you. Because that is all I have of you.
Thinking my journey has come to an end I pray endlessly with teary eyes,
hoping for something new. Something that does not involve you I hate to say
that but this is my reality. Just as you are happy without me, I need to be happy
but I just haven’t reached my destination yet. I am not there yet. But I will get
there one day.
These pages were written for us because we were meant to cross paths, and
sooner or later their came a time we both had to continue onto our own paths.
After all we were given a few simple pages; nothing more. And that’s the thing
about life is that not everything in life lasts forever, people change and mature
for the best.
Everyday seems to be different and you somehow always make your presence.
On some days you brutally ignore me, and then there are days you adore my
presence. I am not sure what to say other than I love you.
Thank you for the memories, thank you for today. Look after yourself, look after
your family.
And I sure hope you have reserved your place in paradise, just as I have.
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- BOOK REVIEW -

Racism, Gender Roles & Sexuality in

The Colour Purple
BY RAJESHWARI

The Pulitzer Prize winning
author Alice Walker’s
epistolary novel ‘The
Colour Purple’ provides
a disturbing and realistic
account into the life of
Celie, a poor southern black
woman with an abusive
past. Celie has no other
way to vent her emotions,
so she writes letters to
God, hoping that He might
answer her prayers.
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Racism
In ‘The Colour Purple’, racism is defined as a white antagonist against a helpless black
person. It can be observed that none of the antagonists in the novel are purely onesided evil beings. The novel takes place in a very distinct setting—rural Georgia and
a remote African village—both suffused with the problems of race and racism. Celie
believes herself to be ugly, in part, because of her dark skin. Sofia, after fighting back
against the genteel racism of the mayor and his wife, ends up serving as a maid to
that family, and as surrogate mother to Eleanor, who does not initially recognise the
sacrifices that she was forced to make.
In general, very few career paths were open to the African-Americans in the novel: for
the men, farming is the main livelihood, although Harpo manages to open a bar. For
women, it seems only possible to serve as a mother, or to perform for a living, as Squeak
and Shug Avery did.

Gender Roles
The novel is also an extended meditation on the nature of men, women, and their
expected gender roles. Celie is expected to serve her abusive father, and later, her
husband Mr.___, and Nettie, Celie’s sister, not wanting to do either, runs away. Nettie
sacrifices motherhood to educate herself through missionary labours in Africa. Celie
only leaves the drudgery of housework when Shug comes to live with Mr.___, and begins
to teach her about her body and other ways of living outside the control of men. Celie
and Squeak, Harpo’s second wife, end up living with Shug in Memphis, and Celie is able
to start a pant-making company.
The men, however, experience a different trajectory. It is reckoned that black men of
that time had to work in fields and that women have to obey them thoroughly. But, after
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Shug and Celie leave Mr.___ behind, he realizes just how much he and his son Harpo
took them for granted.
The end of the novel celebrates both the continuity of family, populated both by strong
female characters and repentant male ones and the fact that “families” and roles within them are fluid, often overlapping--- a part of a long arc toward equality and greater
understanding.

Sexuality
Early on in ‘The Colour Purple’, Celie begins to explain that she doesn’t look at men
because they repel her. Instead, she looks at women because they were ones who have
ever been kind to her.
Celie’s sexual identity becomes that of a homosexual woman. The relationship between
Shug and Celie is the core relationship in the novel.
The bond between them is nurtured over a very short period of time because each one
of them is able to fulfil the other’s wants. Sexuality isn’t about loving one gender or the
other--- it’s about loving the individual. And in Celie’s case, she just happens to love a
woman.
The novel tries to create a point that heterosexuality and homosexuality are not opposites of each other, but rather two possibilities that are completely natural. This element
of the story has proved controversial over the years, but I think Celie deserves all the
love she can get.

Alice Walker, thus, covers various existent themes within her novel which
ultimately portrays her far-sightedness. Love, equality, fraternity, choice
and humanity have been intricately woven by her into a cohesive fulfilling
whole that makes our minds unprejudiced and our hearts warm.
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- KNOWLEDGE PIECE -

Sir Nicholas Winton
BY NOREEN

A lot of people try to make a
difference in the world, for
instance by being a politician,
an extraordinary artist or
an activist/volunteer in an
humanitarian organisation. But
a lot of those who really make
a difference go unnoticed by
the majority. Let me introduce
you to Sir Nicholas Winton.

H

Nonetheless, he still travelled to Germany

the 19th of May in 1909 in London. His

working for banks and eventually got his

father Rudolph was from Moscow, Russia

license after working at the National Bank

and his Mother Babette from Nuremberg,

in Paris, France. After that he worked on

Germany. In 1907 his parents, both Jewish,

the stock market in London.

e was born as Nicholas Wertheim on

and

gathered

some

experience

by

decided to leave Germany and move
to London because the anti-semitism

England along with Italy and France

was growing rapidly. For the purpose of

helped Germany in 1938 to force the

integration they changed their family

Czech Republic to assign a large part

name from the German “Wertheim“ to

of their territory to Germany. In 1942

“Winton“ and also converted to Christianity,

England took their support for Germany

therefore Nicholas was baptised. This was

back but the damage was done already.

the reason why their Jewish community

This ’guilt’ was why England offered to

cut ties with them! Nicholas grew up in

help the refugees from Czech Republic.

a very secured environment. His parents

Therefore in 1938 the ‘British Commitee

wanted him to have a career in banking,

for Refugees from Czechoslovakia’ (BCRC)

but he was not interested in studying.

was established.
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One of BCRC’s activist was Martin Blake,

time off from work – but in those three

a friend of Nicholas Winton, who asked

weeks he had laid the foundation for

him to come to Prague in 1938 because

rescuing those children.

he needed his help. Nicholas arrived
in Prague on New Years of 1939. Blake

After finishing his daily work shift,

needed his support for rescuing the

Nicholas spent all his free time organising

refugees who had to leave the part of

the children’s transport to Great Britain.

Czech Republic which was now German

Concious of not attracting unnecessary

territory. At this point, the persecution of

attention, his aim was to do it all in the

the Jews was growing day by day.

legal way. Therefore, they needed many
official documents from each child, one of

Winton saw an opportunity to rescue

them being birth certificates. The offices

orphaned children whilst the British

in the Czech Republic worked very slow,

Government was ready to take children

meaning some of those documents were

under the age of 18 in, with the condition

in the end forged by Nicholas’ friends –

that they would have someone to look

they were forced to do so because of the

after them when they arrive in England.

time shortage.

The difficult part was to find families who
were willing to adopt Jewish children

Together with a friend it was possible for

and who would pay £50 (a lot of money

Winton to collect money from Jewish and

back then) to the British government

Christian organisations. They used this

as confirmation. It turned out that an

money to pay for the trains that carried

amazingly high number of people were

the children from Prague to Nuremberg

ready to adopt a child.

over Cologne to the Netherlands, from
where the children were taken to London/

On the other hand, no other country was

England.

offering help. In most part of Europe, the
governments were afraid to let Jews in
their country – many feared the Nazis.
Sweden was the only other country that
took 25 children in.
Nicholas had to leave Prague after three
weeks because he could not take more
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The first transport took
place on the 14th March
1939 with 20 children

By 2nd of August 1939 there were 7

To honour the work and to celebrate the

successful transports which rescued in

100th birthday of Nicholas Winton on 1st

total 669 children. The largest transport

September 2009, a train with those very

with 251 children was set to take place

waggons used to carry the children back

on the 1st September 1939, but the

then arrived in London with some of those

departure was delayed - unfortunately

rescued children in it – they were received

this was the same time the second world

by Nicholas Winton. That day marked 70

war begun. The train was unable to leave

years of the last unsuccessful transport.

as the borders were closed. After a couple
of days, England declared war against

Nicholas was invited to be on the TV-

Germany and no trace of humanity was

show ’That’s Life!’ and all the children he

left.

rescued were sat in the audience. He was
not aware of this until the show host asked

For Nicholas, this incident was one
of the saddest in his life! he used to

the audience to stand up. You can watch

say that if only the train would have

Nicholas Winton cry. However, he did not

- those children

like the act much, he said it was making

left one day earlier

were most probably taken to a
concentration camps and died there.

it here – it will make you cry as it made

people emotional on purpose – this is just
another proof of his humbleness.

Sir Nicholas Winton never talked about

After this, he received a lot of official

this project to anyone over the years.

honours, although he did not see the need

He never expected any praise for it, he

for it. He felt the most beautiful gift was

believed those children needed help and

that those rescued children had in total

he was able to, so he did.

5.000 descendants. All of them would not
be there if it was not for him. He died on

Some say his wife found the collected

1st July 2015 at the age of 106.

documents in the attic in the late 80’s and
through researches and contacted him to

Not only his humbleness made him
special, but also his strong will of

talk about his work. This is how his case

doing something very difficult in

some say a historian made the discovery

found some attention across the world.
In 2002 a TV station in the Czech Republic
showed the first documentary on this
case.

such a natural way...

‘I have a motto
that if something isn’t blatantly
impossible, then there must be a way
of doing it.“’ - Sir Nicholas Winton
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QA D R I

In

this story , you may find the characters

addressing each other in words of different

languages . I n fact , the names , the food , the
architecture
cultures .

–

You

all are motleys of different

should know that the writer

has deliberately written them so . I n a single
stroke , are painted many colours .

The platters are full of food – delectable orbs of köfte arrayed in an arc, heaps of puffedup lavash, roasted eggplants drizzled with yogurt, green beans soaked in tomato, and
gold spirals of sizzling jalebis. A sip from my cup of strong herbal tea burns inside my
mouth.
“There is no doubting your cooking, Haamid. I could spend years feasting my eyes on
these,” Nani jan says.
A tall man stands before us, his long ivory robes sweeping the floor. His cheeks colour
and he blows a nervous breath through his mouth.
“You are generous as always, Khale,” he tells her. “This is nothing at all.”
“Do not be conceited, Haamid,” Nani jan replies, the embellished chador over her silver
hair gleaming in the lamplight. “By His Grace, it is enough to feed on for a fortnight.”
Haamid amu places a hand over his chest. “Do not mistake me, Khale. I simply meant
to say that for all that you have done for this college, I could never do enough to thank
you.”
Nani jan directs her gaze at him, fierce as always, a smile playing on her lips.
“If I would’ve done it all to be thanked, my boy, you wouldn’t be feeding me all these
treats today,” my grandmother laughs, her fingers cupping a dribbling jalebi.
“Pfft, Khale, that could never be,” Haamid amu waves a hand. He inches closer to sort
the unused glasses on the table in a neat queue. “But Ali jan here hasn’t even taken a
whiff of the köfte.”
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I look down at my cup, tenuous threads of steam rising to meet my face. To be
fair, I have had more than my fill already. “Oh, no, Haamid amu. Thank you, but I
do not think I can make room for any more food.”
“You speak nonsense, farzand,” he says. “Here, let your Amu help.” He sits down
next to me on the carpet, long legs crossed, and cracks a round lavash in the
middle. He shreds it into small pieces, and scoops up a plump köfta from one of
the platters, setting it down in my copper bowl.
“Bismillah,” he whispers, as he pinches the köfta between two pieces of lavash
and brings it close to my mouth. Nani jan nods at me, her blazing gold eyes
coaxing. I have no choice but to bite into the köfta, and my tongue flares up with
its piquant juices.
“Jazakallah, Amu,” I say after I have swallowed it.
He beams at me, ruffling my black curls.
“Tell me, farzand, the literature you were asking for – is there any book that you
want in particular?”
He is sitting so close to me that all I see in the dancing lamplight are his eyes –
a muted brown, I notice, flecked with a radiating crown of copper. They looked
strangely child-like, pure and open. Kind eyes, Nana jan would say.
“I wish I did, Amu,” I tell him, my heart at once sparked with excitement. “This is
the first time I am trying my hand at Kashmiri cuisine. Nana jan could teach me
only a bit, and I do know a few things about the flavours, but it is not enough. I
was hoping that your library could give me some more information.”
Haamid amu chuckles. “The love for cooking runs in the blood, I see.”
“Hah!” Nani jan smites a hand through the air. “You should see his Nana jan
and him together. ‘Passing insightful judgements on the techniques of gourmet
cooking.’”
She says the last sentence in a vain manner – the way Nana jan had last autumn,
albeit playfully, sticking his long nose high in the air, when Nani jan complained

that all the prattle about food was too hard on her nerves.
Warrior nerves, Nana jan says.
“Then we must fulfil the shehzaade’s request,” Haamid amu replies and stands
up. “I will go and have a look in the library while you eat. And eat plentiful,” he
winks at me over his shoulder.
I cannot keep myself from saying the words, so when they roll off my tongue, I
pray I don’t sound impolite. “Amu, er, I would like to borrow books on the Sitare-Jahan, too. If you please?” I add, when I see the look that crosses his face as he
turns around.
Shock is etched on every inch of his features and he barely blinks. He stares at
me for ten long beats before he clears his throat and looks away.
“Out of, er… sheer curiosity?” he finally asks, his gaze flickering. Landing
everywhere but on me.
I almost frown, or I do, I think.
Sheer curiosity?
Ninety-eight years ago, the Sitar-e-Jahan, the Star of the World, Soraya, had
fought for the rights of three thousand refugees who arrived from the warravaged land of Irti. She had given them a roof over their heads, education,
employment, and most of all, the love and the respect they deserved. It is said
that for two moons’ time after their arrival, she guarded their homes herself,
defending their lives with her own. And when the need arose, she did not
hesitate to ride into battle for their honour. Not even when an arrow pierced her
fearless heart.
Every morning when I bow my head in sujood, I pray for a drop of her courage in
my blood.
I glance at Nani jan in my confusion. Why would Amu ask a question like that?
Surely, he knew that every child saw their hero in the Sitar-e-Jahan. But my
grandmother’s face reveals nothing. She stares straight ahead.

“Nani jan... uh... encouraged me to learn more about her,” I stutter. “She always
has. In fact,” I add quickly, glancing at her again, “it was her idea that I request for
some books on her life.”
Haamid amu’s face relaxes a little, and a smile slips over his mouth again, only
this time it does not reach his eyes.
“I see you have told him a lot about her, Khale,” he tells Nani jan.
“Well, I did tell him that her Nikkah was performed in the library of this very
college.”
Her reply sounds terse. The shift in the air seems sudden and ill-placed. I sense
Amu’s gaze piercing through my own. I flush and look down, tracing the petals
carved into my silver bowl with my eyes.
I should not have asked for so much. He probably thought me a demanding brat.
Nani jan was wrong in saying he wouldn’t mind. It was a stupid, stupid mistake –
3He smiles crookedly. “The library awaits!”
I needn’t be told twice.
After I have shoved down more food than I can imagine and my stomach feels
heavier than a house, I bounce down the hallway beside Amu, the cadence of
Nani jan’s anklets trailing after me, and my blood is alight with elation. I can’t
soak in enough of the artistry around me - the hallway has a life of its own.
Vertical strings of words – in Urdu, Persian, and Kashmiri – snake down the oak
panels in elaborate whorls and curls, and agglomerate into big octagons lined
with Zellige tiles. Large bronze lanterns hang from a gilded ceiling so high it
seems as if I behold a golden sky. The air is thick with the smell of incense and,
ah, books.
“This is beautiful,” I breathe.
“This is our culture,” Nani jan says and I hear the smile in her voice.

We round off a turn that slices into three paths. “That,” Haamid
amu says, pointing to the fork winding down to my right, “leads
to the professors’ rooms.
“And this,” he points to the one in the opposite direction, “takes
you straight to the students’ dorm.”
I crane my neck around, yet there is no professor or student in
sight.
Nani jan puts her hands on my shoulders from behind. “Do not
worry, shehzaade, they are all here,” she whispers, her breath
rippling my hair. “Just not in this part of the building. They have
their evening sessions at the moment. Remember I told you
about those?”
I nod.
In the evenings, all the scholars gather in the main hall of the
college and a vigorous discussion transpires. Some of them
partake as ‘teachers’ and the others assume their usual role
of students. They deliberate upon a variety of topics, things
they’ve learned in class or caught a whiff of in the market.
They pull out literature, evidences, and other sources until the
matter is wrung out to its core. The roles are reversed each
fortnight. The ‘real’ professors, meanwhile, observe the whole
debate in the audience.
I wonder what it would be like to get to see that one day.
Haamid amu groans open a door to his left and holds it open
for us. “After you, Khale. And you, farzand,” he beams at me.

... to be continued
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“See, you make me believe in

They inspire you in some ways, give you

something...”

hope and you share a part of your soul
with them.

“Something like love?”
Some are here to stay for life, others are
“I can’t say. But we do belong together,

fleeting appearances, who stay until you’ve

on some level.”

both filled a part of each others souls
before moving on.

“Belong together...like lovers?”
Let your soulmates be who and what they
“Like lovers, or as friends, or as

are meant to be. This notion, of soulmates

something entirely different.”

being ‘two halves joining to make one’,
of them having to be your life partner or

“Yes, like we light each other’s lives.”

being a romantic connection, is an illusion.

“Yes, like we awaken each other’s souls.”

As much as I love my husband, he is not
my only soulmate. Our teenage romance

“I know what you mean.”

has grown into adulthood love; we’ve
grown together, filling each other’s voids,

“I know you do!”

celebrating each other’s differences and
bringing out the best in one and other.

A soulmate is not necessarily a bond with
a significant other, or even a friend. That
connection, that bond, is often indefinable,
but it’s a rare and precious thing in life to
find, don’t you think?
I have been lucky to have found such
connections. Every person has different
layers to their personality, and I believe we

But there are others too, kindred
spirits - my sister, a college
mate, an artist I befriended, my
grandfather, my best friend - all
of whom help you see your own
beauty, and also your flaws.

find different bits of ourselves in different

They love you not for who you are, but for

people. We connect with them, sometimes

who you are becoming. They challenge

in most unexpected situations, at times

you, inspire you, reveal a new shade of

when you need them the most.

your personality and give you the courage
to explore that part of you.
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The one who will always be your first love,

The one who opened up your eyes to the

your little sister. With whom you formed

world and its vastness, whom you admire

a connection as soon as you held her in

and respect and have tried to emulate

your arms, who helped you nurture your

since you were a kid. You feel you’ve

motherly instinct, who always looked up to

inherited a part of his soul, and you hope

you and made you feel beautiful and well-

to reach upto his geniuses in your lifetime.

deserved even if you didn’t, and in whom
you place your eternal trust.

The one you formed an instant connection
with when you first met twenty years

The one with whom you were once friends

back and remains your one-call-away

with but despite having had a fall out,

friend - no matter how far apart you are

you will remember her for the lessons

geographically. You love each other with a

she taught in friendship. She came in

pure conviction, lifting each other’s spirits,

your life when you were discovering your

sharing similar interests and having a

womanhood and between dressing up,

laugh at the silliest of things.

gossiping and crushing on boys, you
became aware of the woman you want to
become and the friends you want to keep.
The one who goes to art shows with
you, who understands the struggles of a
creative soul and the daily batting of fears
and anxiety. It is easy to empathise with
each other; in easing the vulnerabilities
and demands of a self employed life you
realise that commitment, discipline and
passion are the primary motivations that
will keep you going.
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Let your soulmates be who
and what they are meant to be.
Celebrate these many connections
that come your way, recognize
their impact, be grateful for
them, and let your souls evolve
with each one of them.

- P O E M -

Science Says
Science says

He utters words

There are 9065 stars

Only I can listen to

Visible to naked eyes

He is the one

In a clear night sky

Whose arms I feel around me
At 5am

For me,

On a Sunday morning

There’s one

And I turn off the alarm
Not even moving the sheets

The one with the warm and quite

So that

voice

I don’t miss any of his heart’s single beats

He gives me kisses on phone calls
And I blush

For me,

Because

There’s one

Between us, there are actually no
walls

Who sleeps curled up beside me

He is the one

His soul shining

Whose voice I listen to

With naked legerity

At 3:34am
Underneath a moonlit sky

Who completes my celestial equations

And listen hard

Choosing forever

With my phone pressed so firmly to

Is no more a confusion

my ears
So that

Who radiates my darkest of days

I don’t miss out his single breath

He makes this woman of dark
Love light

The one with the perfect height
He lets me rest my head on his

For me,

shoulder

There’s one

And I smile

Who doesn’t know

Because

He has been mine

Between his lyrical inhales and

Since there’s been life

exhales,

And he will be mine
Till the galaxies collide.

- Chhavi Aditya
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Ecstasy of life
What is this feeling
Of satisfaction, of comfort, of content?
What is this feeling
Of peace, joy, ease?
A sense of balance.
The ambience. My state of mind,
All revolving simultaneously in harmony.
Like a cool Summer’s breeze in the afternoon,
Like the spring air early morning.
The stillness,
The tranquillity,
Right before birds take flight and the city wakes
The tiniest speck of dust.
The first drop of rain.
My senses magnified,
My consciousness awakens.
The allure and artistry in every living thing,
The vastness is breath-taking but intimidating.
To cast my eyes open to even a speck of
such magnificence, such splendour
leaves me high on ecstasy.
How do I encompass the richness of the gardens?
The gardens which no words can do justice.

Maria Zahra
mariazahrablogs
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News Media
A N D T H E V I C T I M S O F I N A D E Q UAT E J O U R N A L I S M

Words are influential and also the predominant type of communication among
people. Depending on the choice of words, an individual can awaken different
feelings and thoughts among miscellaneous individuals and groups. Unconsciously
and consciously, we use the power of words for various purposes, ranging from
communicating love, hope and happiness to frustration, manipulation and lies.
Today, everything is just a click away. World developments and information of
various kinds can be followed directly through computers and mobile phones.
The result of this is the spread of articles with misinformation, in addition to the
investigative and source critical ones. The lack of source criticism and the flowering
of fake news and alternative facts creates, in addition to deliberately false stories
and people who believe in these, a lot of mistrust in media and journalists.
The basis of journalism is credibility and impartibility. Independent in relation to
religious, political, economic, public and private interests giving the reader or listener
a wide, versatile and nuanced image. Being a journalist means being aware of the
importance of your words and how one, with a single headline or article, can easily
change a person’s belief and opinion of things. Since media plays an important role
in our perception of what is happening around the world, our perception of an
event or a particular group of people largely depends on how the media reports
it. A journalist’s job is to get it right, whether it is names, faces, numbers or quotes.
Sometimes, that goes well, and sometimes it does not, unfortunately. Why, you may
ask? The answer is simple, inadequate journalism.
Inadequate journalism is partly based on the fact that journalists, usually working in
established news media, lack the understanding that one should aim for credibility
and objectivity in investigative journalism. Since many news media are now
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competing with different pay channels to attract a large number of readers and viewers, the
investigative and source scrutinizing journalism has been replaced by click hunting. A large
number of journalists around the world are now eager to create content that gives clicks
(to survive economically or climb up the career ladder), even if this means composing false
stories.
Depending on the type of message, source and how well the message being sent fits one’s
own world view, a person adapts their level of critical thinking. What can one do to not fall
into the traps of fake news and alternative facts? One can at least try to read information
circulating on the internet with a critical eye and do their own research.
A topic that is frequently portrayed in a negative light is immigration. Several studies,
including one that Swedish Television (SVT) did, show that the media worldwide describe
immigration and immigrants negatively. Journalists reporting on the subject are described
as possessing a negative interpretation, which also results in the various reports not always
being consistent with public statistics and research on the topic.
The media’s continuous misrepresentation of certain groups affect the people being
portrayed in a negative matter. In addition to the media, we have multiple people in power,
who repeatedly make problematic public statements, which also adds to the prevailing
prejudices that exist, in this case about immigrants. Donald Trump is a clear example; he
abuses his power and spreads fake news, hatred and prejudice. An analysis made by The
Washington Post presents various statements made by Donald Trump about Mexican
immigrants, especially in connection to the elections 2016.
Trump refers to Mexican immigrants as ‘criminals, drug dealers and rapists’, claiming that
they’ve come across the border illegally and that the immigrants coming to the US are
people with problems Mexico does not want to deal with themselves. Trump also says
that the immigration is doing more harm than good, by asserting that the immigrants are
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bringing drugs and crimes to the country. The Washington Post analysis, which includes
fact-checking of Donald Trump’s public statements, shows that his statements are not
based on accurate statistics or any other kind of truth. A man like Donald Trump has a big
impact on a large number of people, mainly his supporters. They trust in him and his words,
which, to a large extent, are based on inaccurate information or simply conspiracy theories.
Racism does not hide behind closed doors or keyboards, it only becomes more visible. A
while back, people were ashamed of being called racists; the term was something most
people didn’t want to be associated with. They were ashamed. Now, some people are
almost proud of the term. They embrace it as if it were a cultural heritage. ‘Make America
Great Again’ has become and is a coded language for ‘Make America White Again’, where
a man like Donald Trump, who claims that he does not have a ‘racist bone in his body’,
maintains prejudice and racism against minority groups in the US. Trump’s statements
about building a wall, closing down the borders and maintaining a society based on a ‘us
and them’ mentality were not just empty words. In addition to sending more soldiers to
Afghanistan and having introduced a ban on entry from various so-called ‘Muslim countries’,
Trump has now introduced a migration policy that is based in ‘zero tolerance against illegal
immigration’. The result of this is children being separated from their parents at the border
and put in cages or as the Trump administration calls it, ‘detention centres’. Since the new
policy has become a reality, about 2,000 children have been taken away from their families,
according to the US Department of Internal Security.
This is what the world has come to and we should not be surprised, because people like
Donald Trump do not get this influence and power overnight. Unknowingly, we spread the
way for various extreme groups and people to take place when we blindly believe in the
things we see on social media or read on the news. How can we blame the flourishing of
fake news and alternative facts, when we don’t bother to question in the first place? Then,
it’s not only the inadequate journalism and people like Donald Trump, it is us as well. We
are being a part of the spread of prejudice and racism towards different groups and people
when we close our eyes to what is happening. Being silent is also an answer.
Inadequate journalism has given rise to a fire that different rulers utilize to their
advantage. We should not be the lighter fluid. We should read critically, dare to question
and correct. It is now or never, because later may be too late.

- Aleyna Kaya
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- Unsaid -

Wish I Could
Tell You
For all those times I may have failed to express what I mean or feel, for all
those beautiful stories in my head and even more beautiful people in my
heart, for all the words I forgot to say, here’s to you these words I write.
Faiza Abdul Aziz

54 days and it feels like a lifetime. Remember how we used to scoff at clichés like this? But
that’s how it feels and I’m not surprised. It’s been easier than I thought it would be, but I’m
still on the lookout for the meltdown. I’m not sure if it’s going to happen because you know
that tears never really came to me. Never thought that being the more practical one would
end up making me feel like a completely emotionless counterpart. A bad person.
Things have changed a little here. I stopped trying to be a nice sister, because it never really
worked, right? I cut off people I knew I should have a long time ago. I don’t sugarcoat the lies
anymore, just to accommodate people who don’t care. The worst part is, I don’t even feel
guilty about it because with you, the need to do everything the right way, left too. I probably
made the biggest mistake of my life, and I think it kind of messed up things a little bit in me.
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Well, I have to cope somehow, don’t I? And I’m not letting anyone invade that space.
Some things are still the same, though. I’m still hungry all the time, last week we went
shopping and I hated it, the kids still hide the Nutella from me, my entire room is messy
except my bookshelves, the nightmares still come, in fact, I had one of the worst ones last
night, it was terrible.
It doesn’t feel good. It feels empty, like a void. And I don’t know how to fix it. Maybe I’ll come
to you someday, fix all the things here that need to be fixed, and then come to get you. But I
don’t know, will you still be there?
I won’t say sorry because it wasn’t any fairer to me than it has been to you. What I’d like to
say is Thank You.
Thank you, for not just being my biggest supporter, my only supporter, but for telling me
over and over again that I had it in me to write, though I never believed it. I’m part of an
online magazine team now, I write for the university magazine, you won’t believe this, but I
actually got a job as a content writer.
Thank you, for showing me that I am worth way more than to settle for anything less than
what I deserve. Another cliché, but I can’t help it.
Thank you, for trying the best you could. You know I’d never sleep a night in peace, if I didn’t
know that.
Things are happening, except that you’re not here to cheer for me, and I wish I could tell
you. I wish I could tell you that if I have the smallest trace of courage to get even one person
to read a single word I wrote, then it’s because of you. If there is one person, whose voice
in my head pushed me to press Send on that application mail, it was yours. If there’s one
person, who I know would celebrate every syllable I wrote, then it’s you. It’s always been you.
And like all the other things I ever wanted to tell you, this too I shall write.

If you have anything unsaid to someone and think
that you might want to say it now, please send it in at
unreadmagazine@gmail.com.
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According to the online English dictionary, the word, “Travel” is a verb that means, “Make a
journey, typically of some length.”
A journey can be made up of minutes, hours, days, months or years. A journey can be
calculated by miles; a few hundred or a few thousand. No matter how short or long the
journey is, every journey is different, you get to experience something new, even if you do
go on the same route more than once.
Travelling has become a norm for many people. We travel in large or small groups, as a pair
or even by ourselves. Solo travelling sounds cool, right? Saying that, there are also a large
sum of beings who fear travelling long distances.
Fear is only a four-letter word, yet, its definition is much greater and deeper. A quote that I
live by when it comes to travelling (and sometimes in other things in life too) is, “Life begins
at the end of your comfort zone.” -Neale Donald Walsch.
I believe it’s so important to do something you have never done before, like travel to a place
where you have never been before, discover new spots you have never discovered before
–even if it’s local or international.
Going back to fear – travelling, or to be precise the aeroplane journey, was never my thing.
I wasn’t scared of the plane taking off or landing, it was just the flight journey that I didn’t
like – I always used to cling onto my mum. So, when I had the opportunity to go on a study
trip to Berlin whilst at university, I decided I was not going to let fear stop me. After my first
successful trip, without my mum and siblings, I overcame my fear and went on a lot of study
trips which entailed both short and long flights.
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I recently read a travel facts article on Buzzfeed’s website, by Lara Parker and
thought I’d share some facts below:
1. Travel can help improve your problem-solving skills
2. Travel can also make you smarter
3. France is the most visited country in the world
4. With more than 3 million lakes, Canada has the most lakes in the world
5. Taking a vacation can lower your risk of heart disease
6. Studies show that money spent on travel makes you happier than
money spent on material goods
7. Benefits of travel are almost immediate. After only a day or two, 89% of
people experience significant drops in stress
8. And travel has been shown to promote overall brain health
9. The shortest airline flight available for purchase lasts two minutes and
runs from the Scottish island of Westray to Papa Westray
10. And the longest flight in the world is from Sydney to Dallas. It lasts
around 16 hours and covers approximately 8,500 miles
Read the article here.
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“You were born an original, don’t die a copy”
- John Mason

Half of our struggle is to be something. The other half is to be someone.
And it is in trying to be someone else that we lose ourselves completely.
This idea of trying to be someone else has spread around like an unidentified plague, which
is destroying all the lives slowly without letting anyone know. Everyone is going deep into
these thoughts without consciously being aware that this very idea is the root cause of
destruction.
I wonder, if once in a while we sit down and contemplate that if we are all meant to be the
same, then why are we all so different?
Not even similar-looking people are the same.
I believe we have come into this world for a purpose and it is that purpose that will define us.
If there is something that we must focus on - it is to find that purpose for ourselves.
We are all made unique for a purpose. And it is for us to look for it and find peace with it.
It is for us to look deep in our heart and choose the way we want to lead. To choose the road
less travelled or the most.
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DITCH THE ADULT WORLD
FOR ONCE AND EMBRACE YOUR INNER CHILD
BY SARA
Remember as children we would run free and say what’s on our minds with no fear. We
thought everything was possible. Something as simple as blocks stacked together became
an extravagant castle and a kingdom owned by you. As we get older this creativity and
inspiration somehow gets lost. This adult world preoccupies us with deadlines, finances,
chores and responsibilities.
We are stuck having to follow a bunch of rules and try our hardest to be that perfect adult.
As we grow up we start giving importance to the opinions and views of others, fueling
this fear of ‘I never want to look bad,’ ‘I must act a certain way to be liked’. This can all be
overwhelming, leading to reoccurring thoughts and putting too much strain on yourself –
making you forget who you are at times and even forget how to breathe; take a break.
Society makes us feel like we are tied up to these obligations, pressures, expectations,
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deadlines and responsibilities. Do you feel as if
you are losing yourself? As if you are alive and
breathing, but feel like you aren’t really living? We
think that children need to learn from us, but we
should learn a thing or two from them to actually
start living. Let us connect the abandoned part of
our selves - our inner child. Let that inner child of
yours run free and loosen up a little, to do this I
bring to you a few ways to unlock that inner child
within you:

BE UNAPOLAGETICALLY YOU
Have you ever noticed how little kids have a
peculiar way they dress without caring what
others think of them? From a big puffy tutu, to a
princess crown, cowboy hat and crazy sweaters.
Their simple answer is they like it and they want
to wear it. They really aren’t afraid of being
themselves and presenting themselves in their
own special way. We can really learn a lot from
them. We all have something that makes us
unique, it could be your personality, the way you
present yourself, how you dress, your humour
or the way you talk. Whatever it is, the thing that
makes you, YOU, start embracing it! We have this
thought that in order to be successful we have
to act, talk, look and be a certain way. But by
thinking and being like everyone else, that won’t
ever create leaders and change makers. If we
are all the same, life would get boring and there
never would be improvement or a good change.
So, stop looking at others to try and define
yourself. Define yourself by looking at you and
rocking your unique self!
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COLOUR OUTSIDE THE LINES
Crayons, markers and coloured pencils,
remember those? Gather them and have a
go at filling in the blank spaces on pages, mix
colours, scribble, doodle and colour.
You are free of boundaries; the canvas is all
yours! Just let your art utensil dance on the
page. This is your time to stretch your limits, it’s
a time to just pour everything out on to those
pages. This can help you vent and process what
you are feeling and help make things clearer
and just helps in calming you down, leaving
you in a meditative state. Let that inner child of
yours get colourful and make you more calm.

NEVER STOP LEARNING
Children are so curious, always asking
questions, they are knowledge seekers. We are
so caught up in the adult routine that we forget
to leave space for reading just for fun, exploring
and learning something new to expand our
horizons. We should never stop learning as
that closes us off growth. So next time, pick
up a book, read up on something you always
wondered about, be curious, visit a museum,
take a tour, watch a documentary. You might
even want to challenge yourself in learning a
new skill (how to knit, paint/draw, learn a new
language) the possibilities are endless.
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DON’T BE AFRAID TO KEEP TRYING - GO FOR IT!
Sometimes the best thing to do is try even if you are scared. If you don’t try, you never know;
you might surprise yourself. We live in fear of making a mistake and the wrong move and
avoiding to disappoint and embarrass ourselves. This fear stops us from improving, learning
and self-growth/confidence. As a baby we didn’t know how to walk, we would struggle to
stand on our own feet and take wobbly steps all to find ourselves collapsing on to the floor.
But no matter how many falls, the child gets back up again and is unafraid to try again and
again; in no time they become a master at walking. If you are scared of trying to learn a new
skill because you just fear of messing up, let me tell you that it is totally fine - even the best
have fallen. As you keep trying and trying you are moving forward to mastery. You just have
to be persistent and make the first move.
We always say we are going to do amazing things and then back out, remember you don’t
have to be fearless, you just have to try. Achievement starts by you striving to take that first
step. Be that person who went for it, tried, learned and grew.

FORGIVE
There is no one more forgiving than a small child. One minute they are mad at each other
saying, “I don’t want to be your friend anymore” and the next, they are friends! The past is
the past. When you reevaluate an argument , you realise that you are mad for such a silly
little thing. Let it go. When you forgive, it is for your sake; not theirs. It is freeing you up,
allowing your body, mind and soul to heal and enter a place of peace. Have you ever met a
child that is holding a grudge? No, they are care free and peaceful, so why not join them in
freeing our heart from hate and forgive.

ASPIRE TO CREATE
When was the last time you got your hands covered in clay/paint while making something?
As a child, our days were spent making a mess whilst creating a masterpiece with crayons,
markers, glue and plenty of glitter and spending hours in our fort made out of a blanket,
held up by chairs. You may think it’s silly to sit down and create something out of playdough,
but trust me, it is really therapeutic. Instead of spending time on things that stress you out,
channel that energy and create something- check Pinterest or YouTube. Remember the
times you would create a gift for your parents at school? How excited, happy and proud
were you seeing the final masterpiece? Do you want to ignite that feeling again? Then why
don’t you give it a go and make something and share your piece of work with others.
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ALWAYS MAKE TIME FOR THINGS THAT MAKE YOU HAPPY
Time really flies by and we always question why we didn’t spend more time doing the thing
we loved. If you love something, make time for it as these are the things that make life worth
living. We are so caught up in responsibilities, we forget to do the things we love and had
the time to do them when we were children.
To make time for something, plan. Write it down on your calendar, or jot it down in your
planner. You love photography? Or reading, dancing or just time to laugh? I bet the amount
of time spent on social media could be used to do all those things you love. Take a break
from it and turn your phone off, even if it is for one hour. You won’t regret it. Your inner
child will thank you!
You have incredible power within you, it’s just hibernating with your inner child. Adulting
is tough and stressful -let’s break away from it, lighten up and awaken that child within
yourself that will allow you to grow, learn more, be our authentic selves.

“You were born to dance to the beat of your
own heart; to roam without cages; with the
innocence of a child, and the free spirit of
untamed horses; I hope you laugh without
stopping, live with abandon, and love like that’s
all there is; stay wild, my wild, wild child.”
- Wild Child (Kenny Chesney)
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At least for the last couple of years, I’ve noticed myself in a state of quest for more
productivity and organisation in my life. And I, by all means, look up to people who are
able to schedule their lives and squeeze a 110% from the 24 hours they have at hand. If
there’s one thing every human has without any bias, that ought to be TIME. Have you ever
wondered, how some people get an incredible amount of things done while others just
witness time fly by?
Few years ago, I remember reading an article in Readers’ Digest that said multitasking is
ineffective and slows down productivity. But now, I have mixed thoughts on this subject and
have decided to pen them.
One crucial tip to make constructive use of your time is to know how to proceed with a task
at hand. More clearly, whether to choose multi tasking over single tasking or vice versa.
What I have learned over the course of time is that when your task involves a lot of brain
activity and cognition, do not give it a second thought, go for single tasking. You cannot
be studying for a test and watching a video simultaneously. Or you cannot be at your
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workplace doing some important accounting while you are on a call or having chatty
conversations with a friend. Or even better, you should NOT be texting and driving.
We may claim to have done it before, but trust me, it brings down the potential
results. What is important, is IMPORTANT. It therefore requires attention, focus and
NO distractions.
But then, I have experimented multi tasking on many occasions. And it has NOT
always been a negative thing. When you are not in a hurry, and wish to relax, you
could definitely try out some form of multi tasking. This, I feel, could make some
terribly boring chores interesting. When you feel the job at hand does not require
any conscious thinking and focus, but you could still get it done subconsciously, why
not get something interesting to fuse with it?
When you’ve got hell of a lot to write for no other purpose under the sun except
completion sake, why not listen to a music, a speech, a TEDx talk or even an
audiobook? Or maybe when you have to get a handwritten article typed straight on
your laptop, why not phone a friend and make a usually dull chore more engaging?
But again, like research suggests, there’s no multitasking in fact. What we are capable
of is ‘serial tasking’. Our brain isn’t capable of handling more than one thought at
once. So even when we multitask, our brain is switching back and forth between the
two. But when the two chores involve 2 entirely different areas of the brain, is where
multi tasking seems to work.
The whole idea I am trying to communicate is that, there’s no absolute rule to single/
multi task. You’ve got to be the boss to decide which one to head on with. It depends
a lot on the kind of work you have got to do. And no matter what, you grow with every
experience, so don’t be afraid to experiment what works best for you!

‘ Just know where to multi task and single task’.
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